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National Broadcasting Company
711 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen;

The fact that we have renewed our "Real
Folks" contract for a third season, probably ex-
presses our attitude toward radio as an advertis-
ing medium better than any published statement we
might make.

CLIFFORD W Mc.ORR.
Freelelen

ROBERT !COIL,
VIcr Frabacknt

IMOMA9 J.DOBBINS.

FRICORRICK X WILL =9.

When v,s. first decided to try radio broad-
casting to advertise "Vaseline" Products, it was
quite frankly an experiment. While it is not
possible even now to talk in terms of actual sales
statistics, we do feel that this program has done
a real job for the Chesebrough Manufacturing Company
and its products.

Our mail proves that "Real Folks" has won
us countless friends; that it has made the name
"Chesebrough" more familiar and popular with the
public than ever before; that it has stimulated new
and lively interest in an old household product;
that it has created new users and new uses for
"Vaseline" Preparations.

Very truly yours,

tHESEBROUGH M

By;

Pr,.?siJent

AU Sale. and Contract. ore Subject to StrlitonLAccidernta or ooter causes beyond our control

. . program has done a real job for Chesebrough
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THE REAL FOLKS -OF THOMPKINS CORNERS

CHAPTER I

Thompkins Corners

HERE'S a stretch of mighty
pretty country up in the
Hudson River Valley between
Poughkeepsie and Albany. If

you know these parts at all, you get to think-
ing they are still touched with the sleepy
sorcery of old Rip Van Winkle. This is old
country-rich in simple traditions and old -
f ashioned prejudices.

The rolling green foothills here have a
kind of soft, leafy plumpness about them;
a staid, settled air that comes with the peace
of age. Some of them slump idly and con-
tentedly down to the river's lapping side.
Peaceful, complacent things, like the first
buxom Dutch wives who came here many
years ago.

Since then, a lot of drowsy little villages
have nestled in the shaded folds or on the
rounded slopes of these hills. Others have
fringed the river's edge for generations.

You get an occasional glimpse of them-
some unfolded bit of their languid charm
caught like a still-life between moving rifts
through the trees.

One of these little villages concerns us. Its
name is Thompkins Corners. At any rate,
that's what we'll call it. Whether there ac-
tually is a village here by that name or not,
makes little difference. All we know is that
Thompkins Corners is supposed to be up
here in this neighborhood somewhere. That's
the impression you get from the talk you
hear over your radio. And that's why we've
bothered about all the description. We're
trying to get the complete picture over to

you as we have it, and as lots of others have
gotten it. We'll show you why, later on.

Maybe our Thompkins Corners exists
only in our minds, but even that can be
mighty real at times. Anyway, we're after
an idea of a genuine country town-a set-
ting, so to speak, and here we have a real
one for our purpose. That's all that matters
right now.

Thompkins Corners! There's a name for
you! Something definitely possessive, with
a naive pride in it. Nothing vague or smart
about it, like the fancy names of a lot of
those new upstart "sections." Maybe some
city folks who have had a smattering of
"book learnin' " would call it a "hick" town,
with a bit of disdainfully significant empha-
sis on the "hick" part. But you can't always
be so sure. There's often a lot of good, hon-
est shrewdness and frankness of purpose to
be found in a place like Thompkins Corners.
They have plenty of time up here to think
things over. And sometimes, you can gather
bits of pretty sound advice and mighty prac-
tical philosophy from their talk.

Thompkins Corners has worn well. You
fancy it to be just about the same place that
saw a handful of volunteers off for Bull Run
and Harper's Ferry. Sometimes, on long
lazy summer afternoons, it seems as if those
quiet shaded streets where stately elms arch
overhead, still echo the dry beat of drums
and the measured shuffle of feet in a dusty
road. Those were great days! There are
many here who tell about them yet, as if it
all happened only last week. Memories lin-

linger
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Thompkins Corners
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THE REAL FOLKS OF THOMPKINS CORNERS

ger, and time doesn't thin out in a place
like this.

But we were speaking of changes. . . .

New -f angled ideas don't catch on quickly
in Thompkins Corners, unless they're
pretty good. The older folks around here
are quite satisfied with the way things have
been going, and there aren't enough young
ones about yet to make any real difference.
Which is all right too, when you stop to
think of it. Because you keep the old-
fashioned charm and rural air about the
place-something you can't always get so
easily.

Of course, there have been a couple of
changes, most of them for the better, in a
way. But these have come about mainly
from accidental opportunity or desired

necessity.
There's the new state road, for instance;

a wide cement affair that hurries through
the "heart -of - the - active -business -section"
of Thompkins Corners, on its way to
Albany. You get a pretty good idea of this
part of the town from the airplane picture
we've put in here. Some photograph com-
pany came up from New York one after-
noon, two years ago this July. They gave
the "Enterprise," the local newspaper here,
a copy which was printed in an early edition.
They also gave us permission to reprint it,
so you could get a better idea of Thompkins
Corners. You can make out the different
places very well, too. There's Matt Thomp-
kins' store on the corner, next to Fred Tib-
bett's barber shop. And across the way to

the right is Kehoe's garage. Then there's the
new traffic light, a wonder for mechanical
performance, and down the street a bit is
Ah Sing Wong's Chop Suey Parlor, Thomp-
kins Corners' new "Chinatown," as Mrs.
Templeton Jones calls it.

You can't see any of the "residential" sec-
tion in this picture. It's too bad, too, because
that part of the village is pretty fine. Most
of the roads are tree -lined on both sides,
bordered by shaded unpaved walks. The
restful old frame "mansions" and quaint
colonial homesteads still stand back behind
hedgerows and white -washed fences. The
colorful disorder of old-fashioned gardens
spreads out around their doorsteps.

The U. S. Postmaster General asked
Matt Thompkins to paint the name of the
village on the roof of his store, so air mail
pilots could tell what place they were going
over.

Speaking of another change . . . It seems
Bill Perkins, the station -master, has taken on
an important air lately. The main lines of
one of the large railroads skirt the village
limits. Now, it's the town's boast that the
road has lately seen fit to stop both a morn-
ing and an evening local train at Thompkins
Corners. As Mrs. Templeton Jones put it:
"Thompkins Corners is `arriving'! It was a
subtle recognition on the part of the rail-
road, of Thompkins Corners' increasing im-
portance as a point of interest. Cultural
contacts with more metropolitan influences
and tastes are thereby further enhanced."
We guess that's all right, too!

CHAPTER
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THE REAL FOLKS OF THOMPKINS CORNERS

CHAPTER II

The Real Folks of Thompkins Corners

IF
you don't happen to know it, Mrs.

Templeton Jones is the "arbiter elegan-
tiarium"-if you please-around this town.
She's the final authority on polite usage and
cultural things - when there's a need for
them - besides being social editor for the
"Enterprise." She comes by these gifts
naturally because she's the wealthiest widow
in town, lives in the best house with "all con-
veniences and modern improvements," and

has traveled "extensively."
And since we've started talking about the

folks here, you might just as well know the

rest of them.
There are about four hundred and seven-

teen of us all told. They're all pretty real
folks, too. Most everybody hereabouts
knows about everybody else. Mrs. Stevens
always saw to that! But now it's her official

job since she's been made news reporter for

the "Enterprise."
Matt Thompkins is about the leading

citizen and nearly the whole works in
Thompkins Corners. He's the Mayor, and

has been-for nine terms! In fact, he's the
only "official" mayor the village ever had.
Besides having a hand in most of the civic
activities, he is Editor of the "Thompkins
Corners Enterprise," leads the town band,

runs the general store, and is the Postmaster.
Matt finds time to handle all the jobs to
everybody's satisfaction. Great scout!

Martha Thompkins is Matt's "better
half." She has something to say too, most

times. But she's all right. She means well!
Then there's Charlie Kehoe. He runs the

garage on the state road. Charlie found the
transition from horse shoes to Ford parts
"all to the good."

Judge Whipple metes out justice now and
then around the town, mostly to traffic vio-
lators, and once in a while, a tramp.

Mrs. Watts keeps the local boarding house
-transients accommodated. Grandpa and
Grandma Overbrook are the "oldest inhabi-
tants." They always remember when . . .

Fred Tibbett has the barber shop. He calls

it his "Tonsorial Parlor." He's the "beauti-
cian" in this town-for the women-folks,

particularly!
Elmer Thompkins is Matt's young

nephew. Matt's been like a father to the
boy. Sneed is Elmer's buddy. Between the
two of them, they keep things stepping
around here. Good boys, just the same.

Gus Oleson, Tony, and Ah Sing Wong
make up the "foreign element." Mrs. Tem-
pleton Jones says they "lend a continental
touch." Maybe so. Anyway, they're all

right.
These are most all the folks you're likely

to meet up with here. You'll come across
them at band rehearsals, (that band-you
can't miss it!) church festivals, amateur
theatricals, town celebrations, social gather-
ings, and at Matt's store. There's always
something doing in the way of social activi-
ties. Great place-Thompkins Corners!

CHAPTER
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CHAPTER III

What Thompkins Corners and Its Real Folks Mean

-OW that we've taken up consider-
able time and space in trying to give

you a picture of Thompkins Corners and
some of its real folks, we guess you're won-
dering what it's all about, and how come?

Well, we promised further back to tell
you why. So here's the whole story in a nut-
shell-just as we got it.

Up to about two years ago, Thompkins
Corners was what you might call "unher-
alded and unsung"-just one of those little
villages we told you about up in this valley.
You certainly couldn't say it was well-
known. The folks here just went along easy
and quiet -like, leading clean, simple, modest
lives. Nothing very exciting about it all.
None of us men -folks had ever gotten very
far in the way of politics or science and such
things-outside the county. On the other
hand, you'd see lots of smart fellows in other
places bringing fame or notoriety overnight
to their home towns, through different
stunts they had done-like flying across
oceans, and becoming Presidents, and so on.

All in all, Thompkins Corners was just
a typical American village-and still is, for
that matter. Many of you folks can look
back to kid days in a small town just like it.
Anyway, the real folks of Thompkins Cor-
ners never thought for a minute their old
home town would become famous simply
because it was-just typical.

But that's just what happened! And
Thompkins Corners and its real folks came
into a kind of glory all their own.

For being just natural, Thompkins Cor-
ners was picked out as the scene or back-
ground, as you might say, for an N B C
Broadcast Advertising campaign put on
by the Chesebrough Manufacturing Com-
pany, sole makers of those well-known
"Vaseline" Products. That's how it all came
about.

Now, we'll go back to the National
Broadcasting Company's place, and let the
folks back there tell you the rest of the story
in their own way.

CHAPTER IV

An NBC Broadcast Advertising Program

THE program is called: "The Real Folks
of Thompkins Corners." Through a

series of dramatized incidents that follow in
sequence and divulge the intimate lives of

[ 8
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nation has been focused on the doings in
Thompkins Corners.

This program is real! It touches analogous
sympathies, drawing an almost universal re-
sponse from all classes in sophisticated cities
and rural villages alike. Its characterizations
are genuine and understandable. It recreates
the naive simplicity of a life whose funda-
mentals are very near to many of us, and
whose bucolic charm is brought into our
own lives with an almost graphic delinea-
tion-through sound alone!

The "Real Folks of Thompkins Corners"
are at once, a living reality and a superb
illusion. As you hear them, you find it diffi-
cult to believe that these people are merely
imaginative personalities; fanciful charac-
ters given life and interpretation through a
realistic continuity and the dramatic por-
trayal of actors who speak their roles.

You are not conscious of "listening in"
on this program. You "overhear" it! with
the half -guilty feeling of being an eaves-
dropper. For the "Real Folks" never seem
to be aware of your silent presence. They
never speak to you directly. They go about
their business with an unsuspecting inno-
cence that tends to heighten the sense of

reality. You find yourself right in theirmidst!
Throughout this clever indirect dialogue,

mention of some use for "Vaseline" Products
is adroitly introduced at the most natural
moments. So subtly is this done, that you
are never offended. Nor are you ever piqued
by the thought that an ingenuous attempt
has been made to "sell" you while off your
guard.

The "Real Folks" themselves are the bear-
ers of the advertiser's message. For example,
Matt will tell how he spreads a little
"Vaseline" Jelly over his face before shaving.
Or Martha will advise Elmer to put some
"Vaseline" on that sore toe of his.

From time to time, and in the course of
their conversation, other members of the
cast suggest new and unusual uses for
"Vaseline" Preparations. But always, these
references result naturally from the emer-
gencies that arise among the "Real Folks"
themselves, and which are likely to come up
in the average home anywhere, any time.

In this way, the advertising message is
given credence and force through indirect
suggestions. The only direct reference to
"Vaseline" Products is limited to the closing
announcement.

CH AP T ER V

The "Thompkins Corners Enterprise"

THE merchandising of the "Real Folks"
program is unmistakably touched with

a fitting and facetious kind of genius.
One of the clever, appropriate means em-

ployed to facilitate a direct mail follow-up
deserves more than a passing comment.
Aside from subsequently proving effective
and eminently conclusive in the valuable re -

results
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THE REAL FOLKS OF THOMPKINS CORNERS

sults obtained, what other merchandising
tie-in could have been more in keeping with
the spirit of this delightful presentation or
have further heightened its realism than a
typical country newspaper which was
offered to the radio audience for the asking?

Created for the occasion, and issued now
and then, you could hardly imagine a more
faithful replica of a real small-town weekly
in the traditional manner. A glance at a
copy of the first issue pictured here, should
convince you of its authentic rendering.

This issue, dated December 3,1928, was
printed on regular news stock, and set up in
Caslon-where in doubt-and the old famil-
iar Cheltenham, condensed or otherwise.
The four page "sheet" bore the auspicious
legend: "Thompkins Corners Enterprise"
across the top of the front page. The last
word of the title was proclaimed and ac-
cented with a proud flourish of "Old Eng-
lish." Editorial policy was succintly ex-
pressed as part of the standing head, in the
boxed motto: "With Malice Toward None
and Charity for All." In the opposite upper
left-hand corner, another box contained the
rather qualified statement: "The Enterprise
has a larger city circulation than any other
metropolitan paper within a radius of ten
(10) miles." [A.B.C., please copy!)

The editorial contents were suggestive of
a genuine village paper. Characteristic local
news was augmented by abbreviated syndi-
cate items of the outside world. Coarse -
screen halftones of prominent figures among
the "Real Folks" and mats of display adver-
tising were scattered in unaesthetic disarray
throughout the reading matter. The display
ads were, for the most part, regular ads for
"Vaseline" Products, running on national

schedule in actual publications. On this
count alone, the "Enterprise" represented
preferred -position, hand-picked circulation
of current "Vaseline" product -advertising.

There were the usual social notes, legal and
sales notices, classified ads, a Lost and Found
column, and domestic hints-which, of
course, suggested among other things, new
and varied uses for "Vaseline" Preparations.
The whole paper was cleverly written in a
veiled, pseudo -serious vein, imparting a dry
subtle humor.

It was a splendid job ----even to the typo-
graphical errors! Others must have thought
so too, for no less than twenty thousand re-
quests for this particular edition were re-
ceived. Among these were counted many
from prominent advertising men, editors
and printers.

The next issue appeared under date of
March 4,1929. The radio receivers of the
nation were tuned in on that day to the
inauguration of President Hoover. Conse-
quently, the "Real Folks" program that same
night was appropriately built around the
inauguration of Matt Thompkins as Mayor
of Thompkins Corners-for the ninth suc-
cessive time! The entire program was a por-
trayal of the attendant ceremonies. At the
close, a special "election edition" of the "En-
terprise" was announced and distributed.
Pictures and incidents in the life of the popu-
lar Mayor occupied the front page, after the
fashion of most political campaigns.

On July 1, 1929, a special "ladies edition"
was published, devoted almost entirely to the
women folks of Thompkins Corners, and
ostensibly gotten up by them. It was inci-
dently used to announce the "signing off"
of the program for an eight weeks vacation.

This
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This was plausibly indicated with headline
announcements and news items about the
vacation plans of different members of the
"Real Folks."

The fourth and last issue to date was a
"surprise edition," published by the boys,
Sneed and Elmer, on January 27,1930. Mrs.
Templeton Jones secretly lent her erudition
and financial backing to the venture. The
planning and ultimate accomplishment of

this edition by the boys formed the theme
of the program broadcast that night. Near-
ly a quarter of a million listeners wrote for
this edition!

These periodic issues of the "Thompkins
Corners Enterprise" have proved to be mer-
chandising tie-ins that served a two -fold
purpose. The conclusions drawn from the
results obtained are considered in a later
chapter.

CHAPTER
Other Merchandising Tie-ins

A7early attempt (before the advent of
the "Enterprise") to obtain a definite

listener reaction to the "Real Folks" pro-
grams, was the offer of a picture of the cast
-the "Real Folks" themselves!

Here again, an amiable genius seemed to
lend a hand toward an unusually appro-
priate treatment of a rather conventional
practice in the way of a merchandising tie-
in. For human interest was aroused, and at-
tention was cleverly directed to this offer
through a realistic gesture that bears a brief
retelling.

A particular program was devoted en-
tirely to the amusing incident of a group
photograph of the "Real Folks," taken at
the home of Mrs. Templeton Jones. A pho-
tographer was brought from Poughkeepsie
especially for the occasion.

You can well imagine the giggling and
squirming that went on; the shifting to
more advantageous positions or flattering
poses, and the last minute adjustments to

VI

dress and expression that harrassed the pho-
tographer. And finally, the tenseness just
before the flash, and the resulting disorder
of relief that ensued. It was a grand even-
ing! At the close of the program, the an-
nouncement was made, offering a copy of
the photograph to any member of the radio
audience making the request. More than
10,000 listeners could not contain their curi-
osity, and wrote for copies of the picture
which had caused all the fuss in Mrs. Jones'
drawing room.

The "Real Folks" program has been fur-
ther merchandised through display ads in
newspapers and magazines. The copy, in
these instances, has been written around the
broadcast feature, giving the ads an added
"news" interest of real value. Members of
the "Real Folks" cast have been pictured
"off stage," with their personal comments
concerning the varied merits of "Vaseline"
Preparations. It has been a pleasing and un-
usual form of "testimonial" advertising,

serving
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nd their doings are known by ear to tits milhons of radio listener -
who tune in Cs cry Monday night on the "Ite,11 Folks" pn)gram sponsored by the (
brough Mfg. CO, Cons'd, makers of famous "Vaseline" Preparations. TO the left ahus.
.Matt Thompkins, mayor of the village a.nd.proprictor of thk general store, the scene ,,
"Real Folks- sketches:At the right, Aunt Kiraly Thompkins, who shares honors with Matt

YA (Joe.re  KWIS.
13C NI -

The "Real Folks" Cast -A Store Display Prepared
At The Request of A Leading Drug Chain

4i11
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serving the dual role of product advertising
and broadcast tie-in.

For a time, Chesebrough issued no display
matter, yet the programs themselves fired
the imagination of dealers, to the extent that
they made up their own tie-in displays.
There were instances where dealers went so
far as to cut out pictures from the "Enter-
prise" for such use. Then a nationally
known chain of drug stores voluntarily re-
quested two hundred and fifty window dis-
plays featuring "Real Folks," for use in
their stores. This resulted in 14,000 of these
same displays being placed in drug stores
throughout the territory covered by Chese-
brough's NBC network.

The Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Company,
one of the leading department stores in
Rochester, New York, recently devoted an
entire corner -window display to "Real
Folks," pictures of which are shown here.
Not only did this progressive store ade-
quately dramatize the program, and visual-
ize Matt's store as you would imagine it to
be, but it voluntarily gave an added sales

impetus to the active good -will created by
the "Real Folks." The letter from this store's
Display Manager is self-explanatory, and in-
cidentally, would seem to substantiate the
thought submitted in a later chapter-that
an NBC Broadcast Advertising program
such as "Real Folks," can create a definite
mental picture entirely through the medium
of the ear.

Another mailing piece used as tie-in ma-
terial by the Chesebrough Manufacturing
Company, took the form of a private mail-
ing card, bearing on one side, a photograph
of Matt Thompkins. On the reverse side, in
the space, "For Correspondence only," a
message to the radio audience from Matt
Thompkins read:

Howdy Folks:
Please to meet you! One of the summer folks

snapped this photo of me in the store. Martha's
nose is out of joint 'cause she ain't in it, but she
jest called out from the kitchen and said, "Send
'em my love." Hope you'll be with us Monday nite.
Stop by the store enny time you're passin' and we'll
swap yarns.

Sin
MATT THOMPKINS

For the purpose of mailing such tie-in
material as pictures of the cast and editions
of the "Enterprise" that were at various
times offered on the air, Chesebrough was
fortunate in locating a real Thompkins
Corners-a little town just north of Peeks-
kill in Putnam county, New York. On one
occasion, the rural post office in this real
Thompkins Corners was actually the me-
dium through which this tie-in material
reached the listening public. In fact, its use
was abandoned only when it was found quite
impractical-merely to secure an appropri-
ate post mark-to send such large quantities
of mail through a post office accustomed to
serving a population of only four hundred
and seventeen!

CHAPTER
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SIBLEIGLINDSAYA OMR CO.

ROCHESTP.B,hT.Y.

October 10, 1930

Mr. Watt Thump..
Meal Folks Program, Station 733
Motional Broadcasting Co.
Fifth keen..
Mu York Oity

Deaf $1tr,

Tem sill fled gigolos.. photograph. of the
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grocery lotus as we would as tartly Imagine
that tt would look, hearing the conserwation
mad dialogue our the air.

74, any that se oesdod to stopping a oro*,
would be to put tomildly, le not et time.
we Jammed the Street aad to our great sotto.
fatties It hoe in eeeeeee oar sale. ef Yokeline
products acW hair tonic.

We trout that thie meets with your approval,
end in the event yaw Irish anymore photographs
jut notify um.,

CDPierao/KP
Bacluuree

Very respeotfully yours.

MID11Tr LINDSAY & OM CO.

e4M.baplay

4 4

Setters

4e1141 .L....,1111,3 MEM t .*
  iwc.cluc

. window display . . . jammed the street and . . .

increased our sales of 'Vaseline' . . . "
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CHAPTER VII

Interpreting an Advertised Product

ASELINE" is more than a registered
trade -mark name. Like Kodak and

Uneeda, it has become a descriptive term,
synonymous with a distinct type of product.
You are unlikely to associate it with any-
thing else, whether it be in the form of
"white Vaseline" or "yellow Vaseline,"
"Vaseline" Camphor Ice, "Vaseline" Euca-
lyptol Jelly or "Vaseline" Borated Jelly.

It is known to millions in the same way.
There are few of us who have not used
"Vaseline," and fewer who have not heard
of it. It has practically become a "staple"
preparation.

The sale of "Vaseline" is limited to no
class, sex, age, season or territory. Its many
and varied uses have secured for it an almost
general acceptance in an enormously broad
market. "Vaseline" is a universal product if
ever there was one!

There is nothing "smart" or "elegant"
about "Vaseline" Products. They are not
scented specialties, but simple, inexpensive
and highly effective preparations within the
reach of everyone. "Vaseline" has been a
good old-fashioned standby in most homes
for generations. It is used by the entire fam-
ily for innumerable everyday needs. It meets
a hundred and one requirements, from that
of a first aid in case of emergency, to that of
a simple toilet and beauty preparation. To-
day, "Vaseline" may still be found with
more costly and exclusive toilet requisites on
the shelves of many homes.

Back in 1928, when the Chesebrough
Manufacturing Company decided to supple-

ment their printed advertising with an NBC
Broadcast Advertising campaign, it was gen-
erally conceded that sales and distribution
were about as substantial and extensive as
might be desired. There were few, if any,
markets remaining untapped. A steady,
level sales curve over a period of years
seemed to indicate that a "retentive" stage
had been reached.

Yet, the progressive astute heads of the
Chesebrough organization sensed the possi-
bility of still more juice in the sales orange.
They were not content to rest on static sales
laurels and a taken -for -granted distribution.
They saw an added opportunity in NBC
Broadcast Advertising to educate old users
-through entertainment-to new uses for
"Vaseline" Preparations"; tocreate a valuable
good will association around the products,
and to familiarize consumers with the name
of Chesebrough in a definite tie-up with
"Vaseline." This last was particularly desir-
able, since the name of the makers was not
so well known.

The Chesebrough Manufacturing Com-
pany further recognized in NBC Broadcast
Advertising, a modern advertising and sales
promotional medium with a broad national
appeal, active good will value, and flexible
possibilities which were admirably suited to
their purposes.

Here was a medium of direct word -of -
mouth contact, capable of individually ad-
dressing-"in person"-consumers of every
class throughout a whole nation. By its very
nature, the radio had become, even at that

time,
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time, an acceptable adjunct in the lives of
millions, and was exerting a powerful influ-
ence upon their buying habits. As a free
agent of pure diversion alone, Broadcast Ad-
vertising was doing a real selling job for a
number of NBC clients manufacturing
commodities sold through channels similar
to "Vaseline" Products.

As we have already intimated in early
chapters of this story, the question of how
to use NBC Broadcast Advertising to best
advantage was cleverly answered, in this in-
stance, by the conception of a broadcast
presentation that has since created a fitting
background of homely associations for
"Vaseline" Products. It has imparted a

quaint, simple personality to them, much in
keeping with their plain old-fashioned ef-
fectiveness. In what more appropriate "at-
mosphere" could "Vaseline" Products have
been introduced? The wide range of re-
sponses to the program's rustic charm would
seem to indicate that it has successfully
reached its mark and accomplished its pur-
poses. An analysis of these responses is made
in the next chapter.

The Chesebrough Manufacturing Com-
pany contracted to sponsor a thirty-nine

week period of broadcasting which began
Monday evening, August 6, 1928, over WJZ
and ten associated stations of the National
Broadcasting Company. The stations, in the
cities represented through this network,
reach an estimated audience of over five
millions.

After careful consideration, it was agreed
that Monday evening was an "at home"
night for most folks. The period from 9:30

to 10:00 P. M. was selected as being most
suitable for everyone, since few retire before
this time, even on a night at home.

We might state freely that Chesebrough's
initial contract for NBC Broadcast Adver-
tising was something of an experiment. It
was their first venture with this new me-
dium. However, the thirty-nine week pe-
riod ended all too soon. In view of the grati-
fying results obtained, an additional period
of eight weeks was contracted. Even then,
a special "final" broadcast was added later.
But before "signing off" for the summer,
they signed up for a new fifty-two week
contract, to begin September 2, 1929. At
this writing, ( January 1931) the "Real
Folks" are still going strong under a third
new contract for fifty-two weeks more!

CHAPTER
Testing the "Real

AN analysis of mail responses to the
"Real Folks" program has conclu-

sively shown, among other things, that an
NBC Broadcast Advertising campaign is
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Folks" Program

cumulative in its effect. It will react favor-
ably to the principle of repetition.

McCann - Erickson, Inc., advertising
agents for Chesebrough, subjected the "Real

Folks"
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Folks" program to several tests in order to
gauge the feature's reception by the radio
audience. The agency's findings were pub-
lished later in a brochure on Broadcast Ad-
vertising. We have taken the liberty to
quote the following analysis from its pages:

"The growth of listener interest over a
period of time was clearly demonstrated
in the case of the Chesebrough Manufac-
turing Company. This client went on the
air on August 6, 1928. During the first
weeks of the broadcast, only a few hun-
dred sporadic letters came in from the
audience.
"On September 24th, eight weeks after
the series had started, we made an offer
[group photo of cast) to the audience to
test its interest in the program. This offer
brought in over 10,000 replies." [During
the concluding week of September and
the month of October, 10,198 letters were
sent to the NBC Audience Mail Depart-
ment alone. A large percentage of these
letters mentioned the interest of other
members of the family in the photo. This
fact pointed to a much greater potential
audience than the actual replies indicated.]
"Ten weeks later, on December 4th, we
made a second offer [first issue of the 'En-
terprise') to see if listener interest was
being retained. This time, the number of
replies was almost double the first num-
ber." [No less than 20,000 letters were
received, 15,257 of which were addressed
'care of NBC.')
"We waited four months, and then on
March 4,1929, tested the audience a third
time. ['Election Edition' of 'Enterprise')
In response, over 55,000 letters came in
during the next few weeks." [43,755 of
these requests were addressed 'care of
NBC.' Many asked to become regular
'subscribers' to the 'Enterprise!)
"In view of the prevailing opinion that
audience interest wanes, and radio recep-
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tion is poor during the summer months,
we made a fourth offer [special 'Ladies
Edition' of the 'Enterprise') to our audi-
ence on July 1, 1929. As a result, over
90,000 letters were received-an unprece-
dented response to a commercial pro-
gram." [72,038 of these requests came
through the Audience Mail Department
of NBC.)
"Early in 1930-six months later, we
made a fifth offer ['Surprise Edition' of the
'Enterprise') to the public. The response
to this offer totaled close to a quarter of a
million letters! [250,000 replies to a single
announcement!) This offer brought let-
ters from people who had been listening
regularly since the first broadcast eighteen
months before, and others who had only
just discovered the program a few weeks
previous. In a year and a half after the
program went on the air, it was still gath-
ering new members of the listening audi-
ence."

These various, inexpensive offers to the
radio audience not only served as clever mer-
chandising tie-ins and good will interest
holders, but as valuable controls in testing
the program's effectiveness.

There is a gratifying tendency in current
broadcast advertising practice not to over-
estimate the significance of "applause" let-
ters. However, you might consider the fact
that Chesebrough's several offers had no
"money value" or practical use. We may
reasonably assume that the requests were
prompted by a sentimental association and
a genuine interest in an enjoyable program.
This tremendous mail response was un-
doubtedly an expression of an appreciative
audience.

Commensurate with the increase in the
number of letters received, has been the
spread in the broad geographical area they

represent.
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represent. Although only eleven stations
have been used, mail has been received from
forty-seven states. Replies have come from
Saskatchewan and Manitoba in Canada, and
as far south as Cuba and Honduras.

The analysis of returns has disclosed a re-
markably low cost per inquiry, comparing
very favorably indeed with that of other
media.

The character of the letters received indi-
cates a high order of intelligence among the
"Real Folks" audience. Postmarks show
that over fifty percent live in large cities and
towns. The replies from men approximate-
ly balance those from women-an unusual
fact, since Chesebrough's advertising in the
past has been directed, as a matter of course,
to women.

Quoting again from the agency's mono-
graph on Broadcast Advertising:

"This program has not only gained many
new users for 'Vaseline,' but it has ex-
tended its uses among old users. It has
made millions of good friends for the
Chesebrough Manufacturing Company.
The characters which it has built up are
so real to the audience, and so closely iden-
tified with `Vaseline,' that the product it-
self has assumed a very real personality.
The program has familiarized the public

with the Chesebrough name too, which
incidentally, is a difficult one.
"In the first batch of fan mail, only 3.5%
of the letters mentioned the sponsor's
name, and at that, most of them spelled
it wrongly. In the last collection, we esti-
mate that 75 % of the letters specifically
referred to the sponsor by name, and
what's more, in the majority of cases,
spelled it correctly."

And again:
t,

. . . sales figures showed a substantial in-
crease at the end of the first year after
Radio was added to supplement their
other advertising media. A large percent-
age of letters . . . stated that the client's
products were being used as a direct result
of the Radio program. Dealers also wrote
that they have noticed an increase in the
sales of these products, which they attrib-
ute to the company's Broadcast Adver-
tising."

Ten percent of all the druggists in the ter-
ritory covered by Chesebrough's NBC-WJZ
Network over which "Real Folks" is broad-
cast, wrote voluntary letters commending
the broadcast as a sales force.

This program, which started out as an ex-
periment in a new advertising medium, has
more than justified itself in positive results.
The conclusions to be drawn are obvious.

CHAPTER
A Further Consideration

CAN NBC Broadcast Advertising, which
is still definitely an auditory medium,

conjure a visual sense of reality as effec-

IX

tively as the printed page? Can an image
be produced as graphically and as readily
in the imagination of a listener as in that

of
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January 9th, 1931.

National Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
711 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemons -

It is not easy to segregate the sales effect of any one
advertising medium where a number of mediums aro being
used concurrently, as in the case of the advertising of
the Chesebrough Manufacturing Company for their "Vaseline"
Preparations. Nor is it easy to trace specific sales of
a product which is already universally used and is dis-
tributed through the jobbing trade to a wide variety and

number of outlets.

Nevertheless, the Chesebrough "Real Folks" radio program
has now passed its 118th weekly performance; the doings
of "Real Folks" are a topic of conversation wherever you
go; through the program half a million people (these are
the letter -writing fans) have learned the name and address
of the maker; salesmen and dealers have reported a run on
the stores after certain broadcasts; prominent stores have
gone to great expense and trouble to build "Real Folks"
displays for "Vaseline" Products; orders for goods have
come in the mail from dealers after certain broadcasts;
above all, a gratifying number of consumers have expressed
their thanks and appreciation for the advertising messages
-- the hints on how to use the products and for what --
which are contained in the broadcasts.

Show me a better record from any advertising medium.

Very truly yours,
McCANN - ERICKSCN, Inc.

Daarstow*BB

re
. Show me a better record from any advertising medium."
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of a reader? Can an NBC Broadcast
Advertising program reach the emotional
soft spots of the listening audience and gal-
vanize them into an appreciative and enthu-
siastic response? What has the "Real Folks
of Thompkins Corners" program to do with
these questions? How do these plain, simple
folk present a striking demonstration of the
new "radio psychology," and in so doing,
further illustrate another one of the flexible
possibilities of NBC Broadcast Advertising?
Let us consider these questions.

The fact is often significantly stressed that
Broadcast Advertising is only an auditory
medium-that it reaches the ear instead of
the eye. The subtle implication suggested is
that this qualification is a limitation at times.
But is it?

Exponents of the printed page rightfully
contend that type and pictures, which must
obviously be seen, construct a graphic image

is carried, as such, through the eye to
the brain. There the impression registers and
reacts upon the emotional centers. These
honest champions frequently neglect to
mention, however, that this mental process
involves a certain amount of concentration,
time and effort, no matter how small.

Because of its very nature, a broadcast
program such as "Real Folks," requires lit-
tle conscious effort, either mental or phys-
ical on the part of the listener, in order to
interpret its message. Moreover, psychol-
ogists assure us that no sensory stimulus
reaches the brain quicker nor with swifter
registry, than sound. That is why command-
ers still bellow their orders, orators and
spellbinders still hold and sway listeners, and
music is still a universal language. The
printed report of a speech always lacks the

vitality of the actual delivery. The word-
of-mouth contact has a forceful conviction
all its own.

Even though the printed page is a more
lasting record, to be referred to again and
again if need be, it can offer no better assur-
ance of being remembered and acted upon
than the ephemeral broadcast advertisement.
Both are subject to the capacities of the in-
dividual minds of readers or listeners. As a
matter of fact, the broadcast advertisement
has the added attractive advantage of re-
warding the listener for his attention, since
most programs are either pure entertain-
ment or instructive diversion.

NBC Broadcast Advertising, like thought
and sound itself, is abstract in form, but it
has definitely become a medium of forceful
personality, capable of touching the imag-
ination of the listener and transmitting to
his mind a visual sense of reality and delinea-
tion. Through new refinements in continu-
ity and dialogue, and the clever inference of
effects associated with the specific locale or
situation projected by a program, an NBC
Broadcast presentation can create, entirely
with sound, a graphic realism and a comple-
mentary emotional setting that always in-
cludes the listener. We might pardonably
term this illusion a demonstration of the new
"psychology" of radio.

Not only does the "Real Folks" program
strikingly illustrate this thought, but to one
who has heard the feature, it is an excellent
example of the intimate personality of an
NBC Broadcast Advertising program.

Hear the "Real Folks" program yourself ;
visit Thompkins Corners, mingle with the
"Real Folks" in person, and share their lives
-without leaving your armchair!

CHAPTER
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